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  As a new value-added service, logistics finance brought new profit growth point to 
third-party logistics enterprises. However, the domestic business system of logistics 
finance was not mature. Lacking of effective business model leaded to low efficiency 
of logistics finance operations of the third-party logistics companies. At the same time, 
logistics finance faced with issues such as operational risk and credit risk. Therefore, a 
reasonable business model has become a key issue for third-party logistics enterprise 
developing logistics finance business. Based on the mesoscopic business model theory, 
this paper used the business model framework as a research tool to study the business 
model of logistics finance which was operated by the third-party logistics enterprises.  
By inducting the theoretical study of logistics finance, combined with the practice 
background of domestic and international logistics finance, the paper summarized 
main methods of third party logistics operating logistics finance business, including of 
the advance payment financing, inventory financing and order financing and 
insurance agents. According to the mesoscopic business model theory, the value 
analysis system which is to build business models including the value proposition, the 
value support and value conservation. Then, on the basis of the theory of the business 
model combined with the operating characteristics of the third-party logistics 
enterprises, the paper studied the value analysis system of advance payment financing, 
inventory financing, order financing and insurance agent. Finally, we use "Yin Gang 
Tong" business of L Group as the object of study, after analysis of the operative of 
"Yin Gang Tong" business, the paper build a complete business model for the L 
Group’s "Yin Gang Tong" service. 
 The conclusion showed that the business model of logistics finance service should 
have a clear value proposition to indicate which interests were created for customers, 
partners and shareholders. Secondly, the business model of the logistics finance 
business should complete the value support system, the value support system 
including a portfolio of services, business processes, logistics finance contracts as 
well as the charging mechanism. Finally, the business model of the logistics finance 
also need value conservation solutions, customer and partner relationship 















conservation solutions. By building a complete business model, third-party logistics 
enterprises can not only improve the operational efficiency of the logistics finance 
business, but also reduce the risk of logistics finance business effectively. 
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结合 L 集团的经营特点，为“银港通”业务构建了完善的商务模式。 
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